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2166 Willow Street Pike
Lancaster, Penna. Ph. 464-2746

(Formerly “Dorsey Ford”)

This comparison between Ford lawn and garden tractors andbulls is designed
toput bulls in avery bad light. Unfair!

The Ford can neatl> mow down up to two acres of green grass per hour and
sweepup the clippingsbehind with a 41 inch lawn sweeper that hooks on behind
to giveyou a neat job. While the bull not only takes his sweet time eating the
grass. He doesn’teven try to cleanup after himself. Unfair!

The bull stops and goes when he has a mind to and may paw up tne ground
“little when irritated while the Ford starts and stops when you turn the key on
and off and can plow a neat furrow in any man’s garden with its plow at-
tachement. Unfair!
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Bulls are temperamental and hard to control (keep em outa china shops).
Ford tractors are fun to drive, easy to steer and are available with Hydrostatic
transmission which gives you an infinite variety of speeds forward and reverse
witha simple pushandpull of a lever. Unfair!. ‘
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Finally, while meat prices have risen in the pastyear, Lancaster Ford has
actually lowered garden tractor prices!

Now, are you ready to putyour bull out to pasture and come see us about that
Ford lawn and garden tractor?

IF YOUR FORD GARDEN TRACTOR "GIVES YOU
ANY BULL" FOR A YEAR AFTER PURCHASE, WE
WILL GIVE YOU FREE USE OF OUR TRACTOR
WHILE WE FIX YOURS.
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Tractors
Equipment

Lancaster Farming, Saturday, October 9,1971—

Paul Burkholder appears to be perfectly
relaxed as he drives his small tractor in the
pulling contest at the Manheim Fair
Wednesday night. At least five men are
already on the platform being pulled by the

Small Tractor Pull Winners Named
Three winners in varying

horsepower categories were
namedin the small tractor pull at
the Manheim Farm Show
Wednesday night.

Dwayne Miller was first in the
10 to 12 horse power category
with a pull of 80 feet and 1,350
pounds.

Paul Burkholder was first in
the seven to nine horse power
category with a pull of 80feet and
a weight of 1,350 pounds.

Tim Hershey, the only entry in
the 14and over class, had a pull of
47 feet and 655 pounds.

seven to nine horsepower vehicle and the
man at far right is waiting his chance to
step aboard. A large crowd gathered for
the event.

Actually, both the Burkholder
and Miller pulls were stopped by
obstructions at the end of the
course. The contest involved
pulling a wooden platform on
which another person was added
at 10 foot intervals until the
vehicle stalled.

AERIAL LADDER EQUIRI.
FARM PAINTERS

WE USE QUALITY PAINT.
WE SPRAY IT ON AND BRUSH IT IN.

Free Estimates

HENRY K. FISHER
2322 Old Phila. Pike

Lancaster, Pa. 17602 Phone 717-393-6530
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BUILD YOUR
T-FOH-PROFIf
RAM AROUND

NEER FEEDS...

Today’s cows are capable of high level production
often as much as 2,000 lbs. more milk per cow per year
than they are producing. PIONEER feeds and feeding
programs can help you get those extra tons of milk
from your cows. Challenge your herd. 'Feed the
PIONEER, way . .

. find out how good your herd
really is.
Stop in and see us. WE’LL help you develop an all
around management for profit program that will put
profit dollars in your pocket.

S ELMER M. SHREINER
Trading as Good's Feed Mill

Specializing in DAIRY & HOG FEEDS
Nlir Providence, Pa.

Phone 786-250 CSINCE 1870
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